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l. This paper may serve as an introduction to the theory of contact-
transformations. Most expositions of this subject suffer from the clumsy 
notations, used at the time SoPHUS LIE wrote his important articles on 
contact-transformations ( [l ]). 
A contact-transformation is, roughly speaking, a mapping 
(t, Xo, X!, ... , Xm) --+ (t, Xo, X!, .•. , Xm) 
with the property that the image of a set 
{ (t,x(t), ~; (t), ... , ~;: (t)) It ET'} 
is a set of the same type. (See the sections 3 and 4). 
Contact-transformations are the most general "reasonable" transfor-
mations which can be used for transformations of systems of partial 
differential equations. 
This paper is concluded by theorem (4.4), which is apparentlynew: 
Let C/J be a diffeomorphic contact-transformation, such that the !-di-
mensional variable t does not depend on Xm, then (/) is induced by a 
"transformation of the independent and the dependent variable", i.e. 
t is only dependent of t, xo does only depend on t and xo, and the Xi, 
i = l, ... , m, are defined recurrently by: 
_ (ot)-1 [dxi i oxi J 
Xi +1 = be ~ + i~O OXi • XHl • 
2. Let (/) be a differentiable mapping from an open subset A' of a 
normed linear space A into a normed linear space B. We denote the 
differential (derivative) of C/J in a E A' by dC/J(a). The image of h, hE A, 
under the linear mapping dC/J(a): A--+ B will be written as dC/J·h, if it is 
obvious that the derivative is taken at the point a. 
If A is a product space A1 x ... x Ak, then every function 
C/J(a1, ... ,ai-l,·, aHI. .•. , ak) 
is a differentiable function from Ai into B. Its differential will be denoted 
by dAiC/J(a). 
k 
If h=(h1, ... , hk), then dC/J·h= ~ (dAiC/J)·h£. 
i=l 
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Because A is a linear space, we can use the canonical identification 
of A with its tangent spaces. 
3. LetT and Xo be finitely dimensional vector spaces over l\ (or (l). 
Define by recurrence the vector space X 1, i = l, ... , n as the space of all 
linear mappings from T into Xt-1· 
If x E O<m>{T' ~ Xo}, where T' is an open subset ofT, then dix(t) EX, 
for i=O, ... , m, and we define the expanded graph W~: of x by: 
Wz={(t, x(t), dx(t), ... , dmx(t)) It ET'}. 
Wz is a subset of the product space V =T x Xo x ... x Xm. 
In order to characterize expanded graphs we shall use the projections 
nAn x ... X nAn· from A1 x ... x Ak onto the "sub-product" An x ... x An . 
1 ' 1 i 
3.1. Lemma. A connected subset W of Vis an expanded graph¢> 
for each v=(t,xo,XI. ... ,xm) E Wand for each i=O, ... ,m-l, 
npxx.1(W) is a differentiable submanifold of T x X 1 for which the 
tangent space S in npxx,(v) is defined by: 
nx,(u)=XH1·np(u) for all u ES. 
Proof. The last statement is equivalent to: npxx,(W) is the graph 
of a differentiable function from np( W) into Xt with derivative X£+1. 
4. Let T, X-;, V be defined in the same way as T, X,, V. 
A mapping tP from an open subset V' of V into V is called a contact-
transformation, if the image under tP of every expanded graph W C V' 
is an expanded graph. We shall restrict ourselves to differentiable 
mappings tP. 
4.1. Lemma. Let v=(t, xo, ... , Xm) and let H(v) be defined as the 
linear space of all vectors u E V for which 
nx,(u)=XH1·np(u) for all i=O, ... , m-l. 
Let H(v) be defined in the same way in V. 
Then: tP is a contact-transformation ¢>the image under dtP(v) of H(v) 
is contained in H(tP(v)) for every v E V'. 
Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of lemma 3.1. 
4.2. Theorem. Assume dim T=dim T, dim Xo=dim Xo and m=m. 
If tP is a diffeomorphism from an open V' C V onto an open V' C V, then: 
tP is a contact-transformation ==? rp-1 is a contact-transformation. 
Proof. First we remark that dim H(v) depends only on dim T, dim Xo 
and m, and is independent of v. I= d( tP o rp-1) = dtP o d( rp-1) ==? dtP bijective 
and (dtP)-1=d(tP-1). Hence dim dtP(H(v))=dim H(v)=dim H(tP(v)) and 
since dtP(H(v)) C H(tP(v)) we conclude 
dtP(H(v)) = H(tP(v)) ==? d(tP-1 )(H(tP(v))) = (dtP)-1(H(tP(v))) = H(v). 
ll3 
By lemma 4.1, rJJ-1 is a contact-transformation. 
4.3. Lemma. r!J, denoted by r!J(v)= (t(v), x0(v), ... , x;n(~)), is a contact-
transformation if and only if 
m-1 m-1 
dTXi + I (dx.xi) ·Xt+l =Xi +1 [dTt+ I (dx,t) · Xt+l] 
i=O ' i=O 
and 
dxmxi =Xi +l(dxmt) for all i= 0, ... , m-1. 
All derivatives are taken at the point (t, xo, ... , Xm) E V'. 
Proof. By lemma 4.1 we have for all i=O, ... ,m-1 the relations 
m-1 
(dTXi))·:n:T(u)+ ""(dx.xi)·:n:x.(u)+(dx Xi)·:n:x (u)= 
.k , t m. m 
•=O 
m-1 
=Xi +l[(dTt) · :n:T(u) + 1~ (dx/) ·:n:x,(u) + (dxJ) ·:n:xm(u)] 
which hold for all u with 
i=O, ... , m-1. 
Substituting these relations for u, one derives the desired equations. 
4.4. Theorem. Assume dim T=di:in T= 1, dim Xo=dim Xo and 
m=m. 
Let rp be a diffeomorphism from T' X X'o X x1 X ••• X Xm onto T' X X'o X 
X x1 X ••• X Xm, where T' X X'o and T' X X'o are connected open sets in 
TxXo resp. TxXo. 
If r!J is a contact-transformation, for which t is independent of Xm, 
then t depends on t only, xo depends on t and x0 only, and the Xi can be 
computed recurrently from xo by: 
i 
xi+I=[dTxr+ I (dxxr)·xt+IJ-(dTl)-1• 
i=O 
Proof. dxmt=O, hence, by lemma 4.3: dxmxr=O (i=O, ... ,m-1). 
dx0 t ... dx l m 
... dx xo 
m 
dTXm ... dxmxm 
dTt dx0t ... dx l m-1 Q 
dTxo ... dx xo 
m-1 0 
dTXm-1 ... dx Xm-1 
m-1 0 
dTXm ... dx Xm 
m-1 dx Xm m 
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ll4 
is bijective, so the differentials 
dx0l ... dx l m-1 
d'cf> = 
D and dxmxm are bijective. 
... dx Xm-1 
m-1 
Suppose dx l #0, then dx lis surjective (dim T = 1), consequently, 
m-1 m-1 
for every t, xo, ... , Xm-1 there exists an Xm with the property 
m-1 
(l) dTt + L (dxit) ·Xt+l = 0. 
i~O 
[Here the independence of l with respect to Xm IS used.] 
By lemma 4.3 we conclude 
m-1 
(2) dTXi + L (dx.xi) ·Xi+l = 0 
i~O ' 
for all i = 0' ... ' m- l. 
Combining (l) and (2) we see that 
d'cf>·[~' ]=0, 
Xm-1 
which contradicts the fact that d'cf> is bijective. 
Conclusion: l does not depend on Xm-1· 
Repeating this argument we see that l is independent of Xt for all 
i = 0, ... , m (for i = 0 use the fact that X' 0 is connected). dcf> is bijective, 
so dTl is bijective and 
m-1 
Xi +1 = [dTXi + ! (dx.xi) ·Xt+I] · (dTl)-1. 
i~O • 
Now recall that xi is independent of Xm for i <;m-l. This is only 
Possible 1f dx Xi = 0 for all i <; m- 2. Repeating this argument, we see m-1 
that Xi does not depend on Xt for all i > i. 
q.e.d. 
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